The costs of a big brain: extreme encephalization results in higher energetic demand and reduced hypoxia tolerance in weakly electric African fishes
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A large brain can offer several cognitive advantages. However, brain tissue has an especially high metabolic rate. Thus, evolving an enlarged brain requires either a decrease in other energetic requirements, or an increase in overall energy consumption. Previous studies have found conflicting evidence for these hypotheses, leaving the metabolic costs and constraints in the evolution of increased encephalization unclear. Mormyrid electric fishes have extreme encephalization comparable to that of primates. Here, we show that brain size varies widely among mormyrid species, and that there is little evidence for a trade-off with organ size, but instead a correlation between brain size and resting oxygen consumption rate. Additionally, we show that increased brain size correlates with decreased hypoxia tolerance. Our data thus provide a non-mammalian example of extreme encephalization that is accommodated by an increase in overall energy consumption. Previous studies have found energetic trade-offs with variation in brain size in taxa that have not experienced extreme encephalization comparable with that of primates and mormyrids. Therefore, we suggest that energetic trade-offs can only explain the evolution of moderate increases in brain size, and that the energetic requirements of extreme encephalization may necessitate increased overall energy investment.

1. Introduction

Larger brains are generally associated with an increase in cognitive abilities [1–3]. Brain tissue is metabolically expensive, raising questions about the energetic cost of increased encephalization [4]. Two prominent, non-exclusive hypotheses have addressed evolutionary mechanisms for accommodating the energetic cost of increasing brain size. The direct metabolic constraints hypothesis predicts an increase in total basal metabolic rate (BMR) to pay for the energetic cost of a larger brain [5], whereas the energetic trade-off hypothesis predicts that the energetic cost of a large brain is met by reducing energy allocation to other expensive organs or functions [6,7]. Some studies in mammals have found evidence in support of the direct metabolic constraints hypothesis [5,8–10], but other studies have found trade-offs between gut size and brain size in primates [6], anurans [11] and different lineages of fish [2,12], and between locomotor costs and brain mass in birds [13].

However, many of these studies did not focus on extreme encephalization, which may entail different costs and arise through different mechanisms compared with more moderate variation in brain size. Extreme encephalization, where brain size greatly deviates from a lineage’s allometric relationship between brain and body mass, is rare [14]. In studies of highly encephalized primates, both hypotheses are hotly debated [10], with some studies favouring the direct metabolic constraints hypothesis [5,9], and others favouring the energetic trade-off hypothesis [6,15]. Further, due to a lack of comparative studies of
against lineage-averaged fish mass shows a negative allometric relationship. Points show the mean and s.e.m. of brain mass residuals. Grey circles are mormyrid lineages that do not have sequence data and are not included in the PGLS. (b) Residuals of log brain mass were determined from the PGLS regression of log brain mass versus log body mass (a) for each specimen. Bars show the mean ± s.e.m. of brain mass residuals. White bars indicate lineages used in respirometry and hypoxia experiments. Cladogram is based on consensus trees from Sullivan et al. [18] (12S, 16S, cytochrome b, and RAG2 sequences) and Lavoué et al. [29] (12S, 16S, cytochrome b, and RAG2).

To study general patterns of energetic costs related to extreme encephalization, we studied mormyrid electric fishes from Africa, which present an excellent system for studying the costs of extreme encephalization [16]. One species, Gnathonemus petersii, has a brain that constitutes approximately 3% of its body mass, comparable with human brains at 2–2.5% [12,17]. Further, there are more than 200 mormyrid species [18,19]. Anecdotal evidence suggests that other mormyrid species have large brains [20,21], but it is unclear how brain size varies across the family. It is also unclear how variation in brain size relates to metabolic demand. Metabolic rate can be determined by measuring the rate of oxygen consumption over time. Metabolic demand can also be assessed by measuring sensitivity to changes in environmental energy availability [22–25]. In aquatic environments, oxygen concentration can vary greatly throughout time and space [26,27], and this can impose limits on metabolic activity [17,28]. In this study, we measured brain size variation among 30 mormyrid species and four outgroup species. We compared brain size variation with the sizes of other organs, resting oxygen consumption and sensitivity to decreases in ambient oxygen (hypoxia).

2. Results

(a) Relative brain size varies widely among mormyrids

A linear model that incorporates Brownian evolution best fitted the variation in brain mass against body mass among lineages \( \text{AIC}_{\text{Brownian}} = -16.27, \text{AIC}_{\text{OU}} = -14.41; \) electronic supplementary material, tables S1 and S2). We incorporated this model into a phylogenetic generalized least-squares (PGLS) analysis of the relationship between brain size and body size, which revealed a negative allometric pattern across lineages \( (y = ax^b, a = 21.53, b = 0.79, p < 10^{-7}; \) figure 1a; electronic supplementary material, table S1). To obtain a measure of relative brain size corrected for this scaling with body size, we calculated brain mass residuals from this regression. Phylogenetic relatedness shifted the \( y \)-intercept of the regression, resulting in more positive brain size residuals than negative (SM2); however, these residuals were normally distributed (Shapiro–Wilks normality test: \( p = 0.14 \)). Relative brain size varied widely among mormyrid lineages (figure 1b).

(b) Relative brain size does not correlate linearly with the relative sizes of other organs

A linear Ornstein–Uhlenbeck (OU) evolution model best fitted the variation in gonad mass against body mass (electronic supplementary material, tables S1 and S2). For all other organs, a linear Brownian model was the best fit (electronic supplementary material, table S1). For each organ, we incorporated the best-fit model into a PGLS analysis of the relationship between organ size and body size, which revealed the allometric scaling of each organ \( (y = ax^b, a = 3.28–19.82, b = 0.78–1.03, p < 10^{-2}–10^{-18}; \) electronic supplementary material, table S1).

To obtain measures of relative organ size corrected for scaling with body size, we calculated organ mass residuals from the best-fit PGLS linear regression (Brownian or OU) for each organ. We then tested for correlations between relative brain...
size and the relative sizes of all other organs. There were no linear correlations between the relative sizes of the brain and other organs using either Brownian or OU models (PGLS: \( p = 0.10-0.84 \); figure 2; electronic supplementary material, table S3). There was, however, a weak, nonlinear relationship between relative liver size and relative brain size, and this was best fit by an OU model (\( y = ax^2 + bx + c \), \( a = 2.09 \), \( b = 0.38 \), \( c = 0.06 \), \( p < 0.05 \); figure 2a; electronic supplementary material, table S3).

(c) Relative brain size correlates with relative oxygen consumption

A linear model that incorporates Brownian evolution best fitted the variation in oxygen consumption rate against body mass among lineages (AIC\(_{\text{Brownian}}\) = -8.46, AIC\(_{\text{OU}}\) = -7.31; electronic supplementary material, table S1). In a PGLS analysis, oxygen consumption had a negative allometric relationship with body size (\( y = ax^b \), \( a = 7.03 \), \( b = 0.60 \), \( p < 0.05 \); figure 3a; electronic supplementary material, figure S1). To obtain a measure of relative oxygen consumption rate corrected for scaling with body size, we calculated oxygen consumption residuals from this regression. An OU model best fitted the variation in oxygen consumption residuals versus brain size residuals (AIC\(_{\text{Brownian}}\) = -11.73, AIC\(_{\text{OU}}\) = -13.64; electronic supplementary material, table S3), and there was a significant linear correlation between relative oxygen consumption rates and relative brain size (PGLS: slope = 0.37, intercept = -0.04, \( p < 0.01 \); figure 3b,c; electronic supplementary material, table S3).

(d) Large-brain mormyrids have relatively low hypoxia tolerance

We performed two progressive hypoxia experiments [26]: one where aquatic surface respiration (ASR) was allowed

Figure 2. Relative brain size does not correlate linearly with the relative sizes of other organs. (a–d) Plots of the lineage-averaged residuals from each log organ mass versus log body mass against the lineage-averaged residuals from log brain mass versus log body mass. All residuals are taken from a Brownian PGLS of organ mass versus body mass (electronic supplementary material, table S1). Grey circles are mormyrid lineages that do not have sequence data and are not included in the PGLS regression. There is a significant OU PGLS quadratic relationship between lineage-averaged liver and brain residuals (\( a \), black line).
and one where it was prevented. All fish performed ASR. *Brevimyrus niger* surfaced at a higher oxygen concentration than other species and surfaced repeatedly, whereas other species stayed at the surface. Oxygen concentration at first ASR was not related to brain size (ANOVA: $F_{1,17} = 3.37$, $p = 0.08$; figure 4a).

**Figure 3.** Relative brain size correlates positively with relative oxygen consumption. (a) Lineage-averaged oxygen consumption against lineage-averaged fish mass shows a negative allometric relationship using Brownian PGLS. Mormyrid genera are shown in white, outgroup genera in black. A plot of log oxygen consumption versus log body mass for all individual specimens across lineages reveals a more continuous distribution than the means and standard errors between lineages suggest (electronic supplementary material, figure S1). (b) Residuals from the Brownian PGLS log oxygen consumption versus log body mass regression show the mean ± s.e.m. of relative oxygen consumption within genera. Lineages are arranged left to right from small to large relative brain mass. (c) Lineage-averaged residuals from log oxygen consumption versus log body mass against lineage-averaged residuals from log brain mass versus log body mass (error bars = s.e.m.) show a positive correlation using OU PGLS. Oxygen consumption and brain residuals are from Brownian PGLS analysis (electronic supplementary material, table S1).

**Figure 4.** Small-brained lineages are more hypoxia tolerant than large-brained lineages. Lineages are arranged left to right from small to large relative brain mass. (a) Box plot of the oxygen concentration at which fish first came to the surface for ASR. (b) Box plot of oxygen concentration at which fish experienced metabolic failure. White bars indicate the hypoxia experiment in which ASR was allowed, and grey bars indicate the experiment in which ASR was prevented. Sample sizes are different between panels (a) and (b) due to the camera malfunctioning during one video for *B. brachyistius*, and the high activity level for two *B. niger* made it unclear when ASR started.
Different genera experienced metabolic failure, defined here as losing the ability to remain upright, generate electric organ discharges (EODs) and swim, at different oxygen concentrations (two-way ANOVA: ASR allowed versus prevented: $F_{1,1} = 2.32$, $p = 0.14$; genus: $F_{1,1} = 33.43$, $p < 1 \times 10^{-5}$; interaction: $F_{1,36} = 3.74$, $p = 0.06$; figure 4b). When ASR was allowed, two species, *B. brachyistius* and *B. niger*, did not experience metabolic failure, even when oxygen concentrations were held at 0 ppm for 10 min. When ASR was prevented, however, all fish experienced metabolic failure. The lineage with the largest relative brain size, *Campylomormyrus*, experienced metabolic failure at the highest oxygen concentration, while the lineage with the smallest relative brain size, *B. brachyistius*, experienced it at the lowest oxygen concentration (figure 4b).

EOD rate can be used as a measure of behavioural activity in weakly electric fish [30]. As EOD rates can be highly variable [30,31], we calculated a running average of 10 adjacent time points before and after each point to obtain a smoothed curve of EOD activity. The threshold oxygen concentration was defined as the oxygen level at which the running average fell below one standard deviation of baseline EOD rate (figure 5a,b). We also calculated the half-threshold as the oxygen concentration at which the EOD rate was halfway between the threshold and the lowest EOD rate observed.

**Figure 5.** The EOD rate of large-brained lineages is more sensitive to hypoxia than for small-brained lineages. Examples from individual fish in which EOD rate is plotted against oxygen concentration for (a) *B. brachyistius* and (b) *C. numenius*. The solid black line is the running average of EOD rates over 10 adjacent time points before and after. EOD rates measured between 4 and 8 ppm are considered baseline activity, and the mean ± s.d. of these rates (dotted lines) is used to determine oxygen threshold and half-threshold concentrations. (c) Box plot of oxygen threshold for each genus, and (d) box plot of oxygen half-threshold for each genus. Lineages in boxplots are arranged left to right from small to large relative brain size. White bars indicate the hypoxia experiment in which ASR was allowed, and grey bars indicate the experiment in which ASR was prevented (c,d). Sample sizes are different between figures 4 and 5 due to the signal-to-noise ratio being too low to reliably detect EODs in early experiments.
EOD rates decreased at low oxygen (approx. 0–3 ppm) in all species. There was significant variation in the threshold concentrations between lineages (two-way ANOVA: ASR allowed versus prevented: $F_{1,5} = 1.34$, $p = 0.26$; genus: $F_{5,5} = 3.95$, $p < 0.01$; interaction: $F_{5,28} = 3.03$, $p < 0.05$) and half-threshold oxygen concentrations between lineages (two-way ANOVA: ASR allowed versus prevented: $F_{1,5} = 1.64$, $p = 0.21$; genus: $F_{5,5} = 13.25$, $p < 1 \times 10^{-5}$; interaction: $F_{5,28} = 3.69$, $p < 0.05$; figure 5c, d). When ASR was prevented, EOD rate thresholds were highest in the lineage with the largest brain, _Campylomormyrus_, and lowest in the lineage with the smallest brain, _B. brachyistius_.

3. Discussion
We found that mormyrid lineages vary widely in relative brain size. Relative brain size did not correlate linearly with the relative sizes of other organs, but there was a significant nonlinear relationship with the size of the liver. This nonlinear relationship could indicate that evolution may favour an increase in liver size as the brain gets larger, but the extent of this increase may be subject to space or energetic constraints, leading to an energetic trade-off with liver as brain size increases further. However, this relationship was relatively weak compared with the strong correlation between relative brain size and relative oxygen consumption. Relative brain size also correlated negatively with hypoxia tolerance. These three lines of evidence suggest that the metabolic constraints hypothesis best explains evolutionary change in the brain sizes of mormyrids, consistent with previous findings in mammals [5,9,10]. However, we cannot rule out the possibility that energetic trade-offs could also play a role.

Many studies have shown that there is an energetic trade-off between brain size and other energetically expensive organs and processes [2,11,13]. However, many of these studies focused on animals with small to medium encephalization. In cases of extreme encephalization, support for energetic trade-offs is less clear. Early studies suggested that extreme encephalization in humans was not associated with an increase in metabolic rate [32], but instead a trade-off between gut and brain mass [6]. However, more recent studies have criticized these early studies for considering a limited diversity of mammals and not using appropriate phylogenetic methods, and instead suggest that increased encephalization in primates is partially paid for through an increase in net energy intake [9,10,15]. Our data provide an independent test case for understanding the evolution of extreme encephalization outside of mammals. As data from both mormyrids and primates support the metabolic constraints hypothesis, we suggest that energetic trade-offs are insufficient to accommodate energetic demands when brains become extremely large, and thus metabolic rate must vary. Energetic trade-offs may be more important in moderate encephalization, for which reducing energetic demands elsewhere can provide sufficient energy to support the brain.

A greater metabolic rate requires greater intake of energy and thus may be correlated with an increase in time spent foraging, as well as more intense competition for limited resources [6]. The active electric sense of mormyrids may improve their foraging efficiency [33,34]. In addition, three of the largest-brained genera, _Gnathonemus, Campylomormyrus_ and _Mormyrus_, have morphological adaptations to help them forage for food. _Gnathonemus petersii_ has an elongated, flexible chin appendage called a Schnauzenorgan, which may increase both motor and electrolocation efficiency while foraging [35]. _Campylomormyrus_ and _Mormyrus_ spp. both have a tube-snout, which acts as a specialized feeding appendage for extracting aquatic invertebrates from narrow crevices [36,37]. These adaptations may help provide the energy required for a higher metabolic rate.

Because lineages with large brains have low hypoxia tolerance, oxygen constraints may also limit the evolution of large brain size. Oxygen concentration can be highly variable, and is affected by environmental factors such as vegetation, light, temperature and pH [27]. Other mechanisms may help large-brained species avoid or deal with stress from low-oxygen environments, such as migration, phenotypic plasticity or ASR [38–40]. In some species, fish from well-oxygenated environments have larger brains than conspecifics from low-oxygen environments [41]. These differences could be due to divergent adaptation or phenotypic plasticity. Alternatively, large brain size may limit species distributions exclusively to environments where oxygen concentrations are consistently high such as large, fast-moving rivers [42], while small-brained species may be generalists capable of living in many different environments.

While it is probably difficult to lower the energetic requirements of brain tissue, there are other energetic expenses that are more easily reduced in environments with limited energy supplies. Producing an electric signal is energetically costly, as shown in several species of gymnotiform electric fish [43,44], so decreasing EOD rate would be a way to temporarily lower energetic expenses at the cost of decreased active sampling of the environment. Indeed, all mormyrid species we studied decreased their EOD rate at low oxygen concentrations, but large-brained lineages did so at higher oxygen concentrations than small-brained lineages.

Our results show that increased metabolic demand and decreased tolerance to environmental energy limitations could play a large role in constraining the evolution of extreme encephalization. These findings may help explain why extreme encephalization is rare, and suggest that high-energy environmental conditions must be present for extreme encephalization to evolve.

4. Experimental procedures
(a) Organ size measurements
We dissected 132 specimens, representing 30 mormyrid species and four non-mormyrid osteoglossomorph species. Seventy specimens were obtained from the Cornell University Museum of Vertebrates, which had been immersion-fixed in 10% phosphate-buffered formalin and stored in 70% ethanol. The rest were acquired live through the aquarium trade. Fish were euthanized in 300 mg l$^{-1}$ MS-222 (tricaine methanesulfonylate) until gill ceasing, transferred to 4% paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate buffer for immersion-fixation, and transferred to 70% ethanol after two weeks.

Before dissection, we rehydrated the specimens in 0.1 M phosphate buffer. We measured full wet body mass, and removed and measured the masses of the heart, gonads, kidney, liver, gastrointestinal (GI) tract and brain. We removed all stomach contents from the GI tract before measuring its mass. We were unable to obtain kidney masses for _P. buchholzi_.
or gonad masses for *C. ornata* due to their small size. We found that fixation did not affect our measurements of relative organ sizes (SM1).

**b) Phylogenetic comparisons and correlations**

We used a bootstrapped maximum-likelihood tree from 73 cytb osteoglossomorph sequences built in MEGA v. 5.1 [45]. To include organ data from species that have not been sequenced, we grouped data from multiple species within monophyletic genera and chose the species sequence with the shortest phylogenetic distance from the genus node. *Hippopotamyngus* sp. and *Marcusenius sangaensis* organ data were not used in evolutionary models, because these genera are polyphyletic, and these species have not been sequenced [18]. We pruned lineages for which we did not have organ data (electronic supplementary material, table S4).

To account for the effects of phylogeny, we fitted linear regressions of the log of each organ’s mass and oxygen consumption against log body mass using two evolutionary models: Brownian and OU (electronic supplementary material, table S1). We also modelled nonlinear allometric relationships (SM4; electronic supplementary material, table S2). For models that were significant, we determined the model of best fit using the Akaike information criterion (AIC) (electronic supplementary material, table S1). Residuals were taken from the linear regression line of the best-fit model of each organ, or oxygen consumption, versus body size. We then tested for linear and quadratic correlations between residuals using Brownian and OU models (electronic supplementary material, table S3). All phylogenetic analyses were performed in R using the ape, caper and nlme packages [46–49].

**c) Oxygen consumption rate measurements**

We measured oxygen consumption in six mormyrid and two non-mormyrid osteoglossomorph species using closed-chamber respirometry [17,26]. Fish were placed in a 1 or 2 l Erlenmeyer flask inside a 45 l tank. To minimize microbial respiration artefacts, we used fresh deionized water and added aquarium salts to yield conductivity of 175–225 μS cm⁻¹ and pH of 6–7. The flask was closed using a rubber stopper with a dissolved oxygen probe (DOX; Analytical Sensors) inserted through it to measure oxygen concentration. To ensure even oxygen concentration in the flask, a stir bar was spun in the bottom of the flask and plastic mesh was used to separate the fish from the stir bar. The temperature of the water in the tank and flask was kept at 26–28°C using tubing that circulated heated water pumped through it was placed at the bottom of the tank beneath a plastic mesh barrier to keep the tank at constant temperature. A small water pump in the corner of the tank surrounded by a mesh barrier was used to ensure thorough mixing of tank water. A clear plastic tube provided shelter during the experiment. To prevent ASR, clear netting was placed on both ends of the tube. We measured oxygen concentrations using the dissolved oxygen probe set in one corner of the tank. We recorded EODs using two electrodes placed on opposite ends of the tank, connected to an A-M Systems Model 3000 AC/DC differential amplifier with 1000× gain, band-pass filtering (0.1–20 kHz) and notch filtering for 60 Hz noise. EODs were digitized by the eDAQ e-corder 210 once every minute for 20 s at a sampling rate of 20 kHz. A Logitech HD Webcam c270 placed directly in front of the tank recorded behaviour.

The fish were starved for at least 24 h and acclimated to the tank for one hour before sodium sulfite was added. We recorded behaviour, EODs and oxygen concentrations for 20 min during the acclimation. We added 50 ml of a 500 mM solution of sodium sulfite to decrease oxygen concentration at a rate of approximately 2 ppm h⁻¹. Experiments were stopped once the fish experienced metabolic failure, or oxygen concentration remained at 0 ppm for 10 min, whichever happened first. In native environments, oxygen concentration can vary from fully oxygenated to less than 1 ppm depending on season, time of day, water flow and vegetative growth [26,27], so this experiment encompasses the full range of possible variation a mormyrid species might encounter.
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